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Chemical geology or geological chemistry? 

W. H. BRQCK 

The I 850S and 1860s were significant decades not only for the fragmenta
tion of the sciences into specialised disciplines, each with their own meth
ods, techniques, approaches and subject boundaries, but also for the 
budding, branching and institutionalisation of 'interdisciplinary' sciences, 
of which astrochemistry (intriguingly rapidly relabelled astrophysics) and 
biochemistry are the most familiar examples. l Echoing Spencer's edict that 
'the sciences are arts to each other',2 David Allen has pointed out that 
individual sciences have natural affinities that form a 'mental cartography ... 
which preconditions the extent to which a discipline receives influences 
from its neighbours'.3 Because chemistry was never one of the field sciences 
that made up the cosy family unit of natural history, its relationship with 
open-air geology was historically much less intimate than that between 
geology, botany and zoology. However, as Weindling says,4 if geology 
formed the words of the book of nature, and mineralogy its alphabet, 
chemistry was its potential grammar. Botany and zoology could aid the 
stratigrapher and chronologist; mathematics and physics could help solve 
the puzzling nature of the earth's interior; mineralogy could identify the 
materials in the earth's crust; optics and microscopy might extend the geolo
gist's vision of the physical nature of rocks; but to go beyond physical 
appearance to explanations of the earth's history-to questions concerning 

1 A..J. Meadows, Early sola.r physics, Oxford, 1970; N. G. Coley, From animal chemistry to 
biochemistry, Amersham, 1973. Sociologists of science have shown little interest in the histori
cal phenomenon of imerdisciplinarity. See, however, M..J. Mulkay, 'ConceptUal displacement 
and migration in science: a prefatory paper', Sci. Stud., [974, iv, l05-14; idem, 'Three models 
of scientific development', Socio. Re·v., 1975, xxiii, 5°9-23; A. .J. Meadows, 'Diffusion of 
information across the sciences', InterdlSCtphna.ry Sci., 1976, i, l59-67; D. O. Edge and M. .J. 
Mulkay, Astronomy lransformed. The emergence of radio a.srronomy in Britain, New York, 
London, Sydney and Toronto, 1976. Relevant, but not available to me, is G. Lemaine et a!. 
(eds.), New perspectives on the development of scientific disciplines, The Hague, 1976. 

2 H. Spencer, 'On the genesis of science', in Essays on education, Everyman Books edn., 
London, t911, p. 295. 

, D. E. Alien, 'The lost limb: geology and narural history', this volume. See also D. R. Stod
dart, 'That Victorian science: Huxley's physiography and its impact on geography', Trans. 
Inst. Brit. Geographers, Nov. '975, t7-40. 

• P. .J. Weindling, 'Geological controversy and its hislOriography: [he prehislOry of the 
Geological Society of London', this volume. 
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the likely modes of formation and ongm of rocks-demanded chemical 
knowledge.s 

Because of chemistry's growmg utility to the mineralogist and miner, 
chemistry and geology were increasingly forced into one another's company 
from the mid-eighteenth century onwards; Lavoisier probably gravitated 
towards chemistry from the inspiration of geological problems, Berzelius 
developed a chemical, as opposed to physical classification of minerals, and 
numerous chemists, including Black, Davy and Thomson found themselves 
obliged to lecture on geology.6 By the 1830S, chemists were being regularly 
consulted by geologists to analyse ore and soil samples. Moreover, through 
the agencies of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, the 
Royal College of Chemistry, and the Royal Agricultural Society, the long
standing tradition oflanded interest in agricultural and estate improvements 
further promoted 'the applications of chemistry, particularly of analytical 
chemistry, to the problems of landownership'.? It was this interest and the 
economic significance of ancillary chemistry which enabled Henry De La 
Beche to establish a permanent chemist's post within the Mining Records 
Office of the Museum ofEconomic Geology in r839-a position which was 
soon paralleled in the several North American Geological Surveys that 
began their labours during the same decades.8 

Thus at the same time that its sisterhood with the natural history sciences 
was becoming looser, geology was forming a new relationship with chemis
try. In the mid-Victorian period both chemistry and geology were profes
sional activities to an extent that neither botany nor zoology were until the 
end of the century; moreover, as geology aspired more and more to exact 
measurement under the stern paternal eye of temporal physics 9 and became, 
consequently, more of a laboratory science, a marriage (rather than chaste 
sisterhood) with chemistry-the doyen of laboratory disciplines-seemed 

, Forbes 1868h, p. )66. References of this form refer to the Chronological bibliography of 
the Forbes-Hunt papers at the end of this chapter. 

6 R. Rappaport, 'Lavoisier's theory of the earth', Brit. I HI5t. Se;., 1972-3, vi, 247~60; 

D. McKie (ed.), Notes from Doctor Black's lecture" on chemistry 176718, Imperial Chemical 
Industries, Wilmslow, 1966;].]. Berzelius, An attempt to eSlablish a ... .'yslem ofmineralogy, 
London, 1814, T. Thomson, A ~Y5lem of chemistry, 5th edn., London, 1817, vol. iii; 
R. Siegfried and R. H. DottJr., 'HumphlY Davy as geologist, 1805-29', Bnt.I Hist. Se;., 1976, 
ix, 219-27. Note also D. M. Knight, 'Chemistry in palaeontology. The work of James 
Parkinson (1755-1824)', Ambix, 1974, xxi, 78-85. 

7 G. K. Roberts, 'The establishment of the Royal College of Chemistry: an investigation of 
the social context of early-Victorian chemistry', Hist. Stud. Phys. Sa., 1976, vii, 437-85; see 
p. 451. 

8 ]. R. I3emley, 'The chemical department of the Royal School of mines. Its origLns and 
developmem under A. W. Hofmann', Ambl:x, 1970, xvii, 15 )-8r ; G. P. Merrill, The first one 
hlmdred years of American geology, reprint, New York, 1964; M. Zaslow, Readl.ng the rocks. 
The story of the Geological Survey of Canada 1842-1972, Toronto, 1975. 

• J. D. BUfchfield, Lord Kelvin and the age of the earth, New York, 1975, p. 96. 
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at the very least worth exploring. But if a marriage was to be arranged, who 
should and would be the dominant partner? Should geologists approach 
their rocks, mountains, stratifications, mineral veins, trapped waters, and 
volcanoes as chemists, or as geologists equipped with chemical tools, and 
educated in chemical concepts? Should they be chemical geologists or geo
logical chemists? 

These questions formed the core ofan interesting debate which took place 
in the 1860s between the Manx geologist David Forbes (1828-76) and the 
North American chemist and geologist Thomas Sterry Hunt (1826-92). 
Both men agreed that geology and chemistry were marriage partners, but 
whereas Forbes saw geology as the dominant partner, Hunt took the oppo
site view. Their debate, which attracted considerable attention in both the 
geological and chemical press,IO not only explicitly defined the received 
relationship between geology and chemistry during the mid-Victorian pe
riod; it also had implications for the education of geologists, and raises 
questions for historians concerning the origin of the interdisciplinary sci
ence of geochemistry. 

The protagonists 

Whatever their respective contemporary reputations within the interna
tional geological community during the mid-nineteenth century, neither 
Forbes nor Hunt has found a niche in the received historiography of geo
logy. Forbes has been overshadowed by Sorby, whom he admired, while 
Hunt ploughed a philosophical furrow that few laboratory-smitten chemists 
and geologists wished to follow. For these reasons, and because the forma
tive influences on their careers helps to explain the content and tone of their 
controversy, we must begin with some biographical remarks.!l 

The younger brother of the witty Manx naturalist Edward Forbes, David 
Forbes was educated at the University of Edinburgh. 12 In r845 he spent 
some months in a metallurgical laboratory which another Edinburgh gradu
ate, John Percy, had opened in Birmingham in order to supplement his 

10 er the debate berwcen physicists and geologists over the age of the earth, Burchfield, op. 
cir. (9). 

11 My interest in the exchange between Forbes and Hunt was firsr aroused in 1964, when it 
entered rhe periphery of my research on the debates over atomism in the 1860s. Subsequently, 
Nigel C. Griffin, rhen an undergraduate geologist at the University of Leicester, made the 
Forbes-Hum dispute the subject of a Hist01'Y of Science sessional essay. I am grateful to him 
for allowing me to draw on some of his materiaL I have also benefited from seeing an 
unpublished essay (1977) on Hunt's chemical philosophy by Thomas E. Fogg of the Instirute 
for the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology, University of Toronto. 

12 J. Morris, 'Memoir of the late Mr. David Forbes', j. Iron Steel Inst., 1876, 52 I; W. J. 
Harrison in Dictionary of national biography. Note also v. L. Hilts, 'A guide to Francis 
Galton's English Men ofScience', Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., 1975, lxv, 48-9' 
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appointment as physician at the city's ~een's HospitaL Percy, who was 
then developing a new method of extracting silver from its ores, and who 
was interested in geology,D brought Forbes to the attention of the nickel 
refiner and merchant Brook Evans, who sent him to Norway in 1848. Here 
he was immediately made superintendent of the mining and metallurgical 
colony at Espedal, where he spent ten years, receiving Royal favours for 
arming miners in support of the King ofSweden in the revolutionary year of 
r848. For his many contributions to, and knowledge of, Norwegian geo
logy, Forbes was elected FRS in 1856. In 1857, prior to his resignation from 
Espedal, he visited Chile, Peru and Bolivia in search of exploitable nickel 
and cobalt ores. Following the failure of a proposal to appoint him a repre
sentative of the British government in South America to counter advances 
being made by German traders in that continent (a position for which he 
was widely supported),14 Forbes made further extensive travels in Chile and 
in the South Sea Islands, whose volcanic origins and mineralogy he studied. 
Finally, in 1866, following further travels in Africa and Europe, he settled in 
London where, on the foundations of the Iron and Steel Institute in 1869, he 
became its conscientious Foreign Secretary. From 187 I until his death in 
1876, he was also a Secretary of the Geological Society. 

Whilst in Norway, and no doubt stimulated by his work with Percy, 
Forbes took advantage of the metallurgical operations he directed to submit 
various rocks to high temperatures and pressures for long or short periods, 
imitating (he claimed) metamorphic action in the production ofvarious rock 
structures. IS With his global experience of geology and metallurgy it is not 
surprising that on his return to England Forbes became one of the first to 

support Sorby's use of the microscope in the elucidation of geological 
phenomena, becoming Sorby's 'close friend, disciple and vigorous cham
pion'.I6 Indeed, until Zirkel's publications in the 1860s demonstrated that 
Sorby's work could not be ignored, Forbes's support was exceptional. 

.Distinguished, as The Times noted,17 as chemist, geologist and mineralo
gist, Forbes took especial interest in the bearings of chemistry on igneous 

1J F. Greenaw?y, 'Percy', Dictionary of scientific biography. Percy was FGS in 1851, in 
which year he became lecturer in metallurgy at the Royal School of Mines in London. 

14 D. Forbes, Correspondence with LordJohn Russell and memoranda, London, 1861. 
15 D. Forbes, 'On the causes producing foliation in rocks', OJ!.art.]. Geol. Soc. Lond., 1855, 

xi, 166-85; 'On the occurrence and chemical consrruction of some minerals from the south of 
Norway', Report of the . .. British Association for the Advancement ofScience, 1854, London, 
1855, pp. 67-8; 'On the igneous rocks of South Slaffordshire', Report of the.. British 
Association for the Advancement ofScience, 1865, London, r 866, pp. 53-6. 

16 N. Higham, A very scientific gentleman. The maJor achievements ofHenry Clifton Sorby, 
Oxford, 1963, p. 43; Higham, p. 46, shows lhal Forbes was on one of his frequent visits to 

England. For Forbes's championship of Sorby, see 'The microscope in geology', Geo!. Mag., 
1867, iv, 5II-l9· h was Forbes's examination of 'a new earth like Thoria and Zirconium' in 
1868 which led Sorby intO one ofhis few blunders, the 'Jargonium fallacy', (Higham, pp. 92-7). 

17 The Times, 12 Dec. 1876, col. 6<. 
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and cosmic phenomena-studies which he felt were unduly neglected in 
Great Britain. 18 It was for this reason that the work of Sorby and the 
speculation of Hunt so excited him. 

Two years older than Forbes, Thomas Sterry Hunt had very different 
origins, education and experience. '9 Born in Norwich, Connecticut, of Puri
tan stock, Hunt was virtually self-educated in science until he became 
a laboratory assistant to Benjamin SillimanJL, the Professor of Chemistry at 
the University of Yale, for whom he wrote the organic chemistry section of 
a textbook. It was Silliman who found Hunt the job of analytical chemist to 
C. B. Adams's Geological Survey of Vermont in 1846, from which he gradu
ated in 1847 to the important position of mineralogist and chemist to 
William Logan's Geological Survey of the then Province of Canada. lo Whilst 
with the Survey, which was based in Ottawa, he was able to lecture (in 
French) at the University of Laval in Q1!ebec, and on chemistry and miner
alogy at the University ofMcGill in Montreal. Angry at not being appointed 
Logan's successor, Hunt left the Survey in 1872 in order to teach geology at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston, retiring in 1878 to 

follow a career of consultancy and lapsing into increasing obscurity. Hunt 
frequently visited France and England, where he was known to members of 
both the geological and chemical communities. Elected to the Royal Society 
in 1859, he was one of the organisers of the first International Congress of 
Geology in Paris in 1878, and was President of the Royal Society of Canada 
in 1884. 

In collaborating with Logan on the latter's The geology ofCanada (1863), 
Hunt was responsible for the sections on petrography, mineralogy, mineral 
waters and most of the chapters on economic geology. Logan and the Survey 
allowed Hunt complete freedom to develop distinctive geological ideas, 
especially of Paleozoic rocks and the older crystalline and metamorphic 
rocks of the earth's crust. Although he made several important observations 
in the field (including the relationship between petroleum deposits and 
anticlinal folds),21 Hunt regarded himself primarily as a chemist, and always 
claimed to approach geology from a chemical standpoint. However, al
though Hunt's earliest papers had implied that he was an orthodox chemist 
in sympathy with the new unitary and type theories of organic chemical 
classification that were being established in Europe during the 1850S, his 

IS D. Forbes, 'Applications of the blowpipe to the quantitative determination or assay of 
certain minerals', Chem. News, 1867, X:V, 38, 165. 177, 281; 'On the nature of the earth's 
inrerior', Geol. Mag., 1871. viii, 162-73; Forbes, 1867C, 1867d. 

19 J. Douglas, A memoir of Thomas Sterry HUT/t, Philadelphia, 1898; F. D. Adams, 'Bio
graphical memoir of Thomas Sterry Hunt', Biogr. Mem. Nat. A cad. Sci.• 1934. xv, 207-38, 
which draws heavily on Douglas; W. H. Brock, 'T. S. Hunt', DictioT/ary ofscientific biography. 
One may concur with Zaslow, op. cit. (8), p. 545 Ihat Hunt warrants a definilive biography. 

20 Hum's role is discussed by Zaslow, op. cit. (8), pp. 75-7, J02-3.
 
21 T. S. Hunt, Petroleum, its geological relalioTIJ, Montreal, 1865.
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chemical philosophy was, in fact, idiosyncratic and heterodox. In the long 
term it generated a highly personal chemistry, geology and natural system of 
classification of minerals which, probably, no other contemporary scientist 
wished to share. 22 

By IS 5), prompted by L. Oken's Elements ofphysiophilosophy (1847) and 
J. B. Stallo's General principles of the philosophy of nature (r848), Hunt 
abandoned atomism and juxtaposition ofelements as explanations ofchemi
cal union for the Kantian doctrine of'interpenetration of masses'.23 Through 
Stallo, he agreed with Hegel that 'the chemical process is an identification of 
the different and a differentiation of the identical'.24 Using what appears to 
be embryological analogies, he accordingly postuiated only two kinds of 
chemical reaction: 'metagenesis', in which one chemical species differenti
ates into several others, or ·vice versa, where two or more species coalesce 
into one; and 'metamorphosis', in which a substance is sensibly transformed 
by condensation or expansion. 25 Stallo's and Oken's cosmology, together 
with the revived nebular hypothesis,26 equipped Hunt with a developmental 
classification of the sciences in which their sequential order dictated their 
relative importance. An historic chemistry thereby became bonded to, and 
preceded an historical geology. Accordingly, since the universe had devel
oped first dynamically, then chemically and, finally, biologically, 'the ab
stract sciences, physics and chemistry, must precede and form the basis of 
the concrete science, mineralogy,17 

In .a paper which is fundamental to understanding his approach, 'The 
chemical and mineralogical relations to metamorphic rocks',2S Hunt claimed 
categorically that in the earlier periods of the earth's history, 'chemical 
forces of certain kinds were much more active than at the present day'. In 
successive periods of time, he suggested, chemical alterations in the nature 
of the oceans and in the detritus carried down to them from the land, had 
given rise to deposits-precipitates and elastics (i.e., rocks made from bro

22 Both Hunt's A new basis for chemistry, Boston, 1887, and Systematic mmera/ogy based On 
a nawral classification, New York, 1891, were ignored by the scientific community. 

2) T. S. Hunt, 'Considerations on the theory of chemical changes', Amer. j. Sri., 1853, xv, 
226-34, and Phi!. Mag., IS 53, v, 526--30, reproduced in Chemical and geological e>'5ays, Boston 
and London, 1875, pp. 426-37. (The latter will be cited as Essays.) Hum did not adopt Oken 
uncritically. See 'On the objects and method of mineralogy', Amer. J. 50:., 1867, xliii, 203-7, 
reprinted in EHays, pp. 453-8. 

2' J. B. Stallo, General prirlciples of the philosophy ofnature, Boston, 1848, quoted in Hunt, 
'Thoughts on solution and the chemical process', Amer. j. Sci., 1855, xix, 100-3, reprinted in 
Essays, pp. 448-52 (450). 

" Thus what Dumas called 'metalepsy', Or double decomposition, proceeded via the para
digm A + B ---7 X ---7 C + D, even though X was not isolated. 

26 P. Baxter, 'Deism and development: disruptive forces in Scotrish natural theology', in S. J. 
Brown and M. Fry (eds.), Scotland m the age ofdisruption, Edinburgh, 1993, pp. 98-112. 

27 Hum, 'On the objects ... of mineralogy', op. Cl!. (23)' 
28 T. S. Hum, O!!art.J. Dub/in Geol. Soc., 1864, x, 85-95; reprinted in Essays, pp. 18-)4. 
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ken pieces of igneous or sedimentary rocks). Such deposits, affected by heat, 
pressure, and the presence of trapped water, had undergone progressive 
changes in chemical composition which, following metamorphosis, pro
duced some of the puzzling features of petrography, such as the appearance 
of metamorphosed strata in unaltered formations, or igneous rocks which 
were chemically similar to Precambrian and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks.29 

Hunt's audacious suggestion and hope was that this hydrothermal theory 
would provide a chronometer for the chemical dating of a given series of 
stratified rocks possessed ofigneous intrusions, in the absence ofotber fossil 
or stratigraphic evidence. In fact, such a chemical chronometer was doomed 
to failure, for apart from the introduction of such twentieth-century tech
niques as rates of chemical sedimentation and radioactive dating, geochem
ists have been unable to make reliable correlations of the ages of rock 
specimens and their mineralogical composition.30 

These preliminary remarks have served to demonstrate that whereas 
Forbes followed experimental, microscopic, physical and chemical evidence 
from geological samples to reach petrographical conclusions, Hunt mainly 
drew his deductions from theoretical chemical models whose ultimate 
premises lay outside the atomic-molecular tradition. In the manner of the 
biblical Paracelsians, he believed that the course of geological history could 
only be determined by the chemist. As the historian of the Canadian Geo
logical Survey has commented: Hunt 'used his chemical skills to solve 
theoretical problems, to explain how things could have happened (which 
often transformed in his mind into how they did happen)'.J1 Like James 
Hutton, Hunt required a history of the earth which formed a sub-discipline 
of a unified system of nature; hence sympathy for his geological and chemi
cal programmes really required an understanding of, and commitment to, 
his philosophy of science. 32 

Forbes's criticisms ofJames Geikie 

In February r867 David Forbes criticised two recent papers by J ames Geikie 
who, like his older brother, Archibald, was then working on the Geological 
Survey of Scotland.]] According to Forbes, Geikie had sbown himself 
too much the geologist, and insufficiently 'at home either in chemistry, 
mineralogy, petrology, or physics'. This unfamiliarity accounted for Geikie 
placing so much emphasis upon 'crude' field observations and 'undervaluing 
the all-important assistance to be derived from a knowledge of the collateral 

29 ef. Zaslow, op. cit. (8), p. 77. 
30 Hum's dHing method, whlch is nor discussed by Burchfield, was chiefly ,lttacked and 

dismissed by Dana. 31 Zaslow, op. cit. (8), pp. 102-3. 

32 R. Grant, 'Hurton's theory of the earth', this volume. 
J) See Forbes 1867a on Geikie 1866a, 1866b. 
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sciences'.34 As Forbes explained, there was nothing personal in his attack (he 
had never met Geikie); rather, he was trying to make a methodological point 
about the way field geologists paid lip service to chemistry, mineralogy and 
petrology, while possessing very little systematic knowledge of these sub
jects. In particular, Forbes found Geikie's use of chemistry 'incorrect',35 and 
his command of petrographical evidence dogmatic yet hopelessly unsys
tematic. 

Geikie's reply is relatively unimportant except that he cited Hunt's papers 
as the origin of his dogmatic petrogenetic speculations.36 Its effect was to 

turn Forbes's attention away from the immediate methodological and peda
gogical point that he was making, to the petrographical speculations of 
Hunt. In a further reply to Geikie in May, Forbes argued strongly for a fixed 
scheme of petrological notation, and while not wishing to reject the possi
bility of the kind ofhydrothermal action favoured by Hunt, he objected that 
it was an undemonstrated supposition. Fortunately, however, Forbes soon 
had further opportunity to consider Hunt's speculations: 

Since my former communication, the arrival of Dr. Sterry Hunt in this 
country has procured me the pleasure of his personal acquaintance. The 
opportunity thus afforded us, of comparing notes on chemical geology, 
showed how many similar conclusions we had respectively come to, 

from the study of widely different parts of the globe, and assured us that 
any difference in opinion could not arise as to the agencies employed in 
Nature's operations, although we might be somewhat at variance as to 
the precise extent to which each agent had been engaged.)? 

H The phrase 'collateral sciences' (usually meaning physics and chemistry as adjuncts w 
another discipline) was widely used in the 1840S and 185os, and probably emanated from the 
broad character of the London University medical degree course. See N. G. Coley, 'The 
collateral sciences in the work of Golding Bird (181+-18~4)', Med. Hlst., 1969, xii, 363-76. 
Forbes had used the expression in supporting Sorby. See Report of the . .. Bnmh Association 
for the Advancement ofScience, 1865, London, 1866, p. 53. 

J' Geikie, for example, had defined magnesia, instead ofserpentine, as the cause of the green 
colouring of rocks, and identified alkalinity as the cause of the hardness of certain rocks, 
without offering a chemical demonstration of their alkaliniry. See Forbes 1867a, p. p. 

36 Geikie 1867a, p. ISO, in which he also hastened to refute Forbes's allegation that bis 
papers represented official survey doctrines. In defence against Forbes's merhodological 
charge, Geikie replied that no one, with the possible exception ofForbes, could possibly be 
proficient in chemistry, mineralogy and geology; there would be a natural bias towards one of 
the sciences. 

37 Forbes 1867b, p. 229, note I. In reply, Geikie r867b challenged Forbes to write a text
book on petrology. According to The Times, op. cit. (17), Forbes 'left an immense amount of 
manuscript information which he hoped in later years to make public .. .' I have not attempted 
to trace this material. 
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Hunt's Royal Institution lecture 

Hunt visited England in May 1866 shortly after witnessing some of Hemi 
Sainte-Claire Deville's experiments on chemical dissociation in Paris.38 On 
3r May he lectured on 'The Chemistry of the Primeval Earth' at the Royal 
Institution, a stenographic report ofwhich appeared in the Chemical News, 
followed by the author's corrected version in the Geological Magazine and 
the Proceedings of the Royal Institution.39 

Hunt's starting point in this astonishing and brilliant lecture, was the 
nebular theory of the earth's origin, together with the new science of spec
troscopy and Deville's work on gaseous dissociation at high temperatures. 
Considering the earth as a gradually cooling gaseous mass separated from 
a nebulous body, Hunt went on to describe a primary differentiation of the 
material into a series of chemical compounds, each stable at successively 
lower temperatures. These condensed as liquids at the centre (arranged 
according to their specific gravitics) surrounded by the remaining gas. 
A further reduction of temperature was then postulated as leading to solidi
fication from the centre in accord with the model of the earth proposed for 
dynamic reasons by mathematicians and physicists such as William Hopkins 
and William Thomson. The solid centre took no further part in the produc
tion of superficial rocks, which had formed from an outer skin and a liquid 
bath of no great depth below. The original primitive crust being now buried 
'beneath its own ruins', Hunt attempted by chemical reasoning to recon
struct it. 

If the present solid land, together with the sea and atmosphere were to 
react upon one another under the influence of intense heat, it would result in 
'the conversion of all carbonates, chlorides and sulphates into silicates, and 
the separation of the carbon, chlorine and sulphur in the form of acid gases', 
which in the presence of an atmosphere of nitrogen, water vapour, and 
a probable excess of oxygen, would produce a dense 'primeval atmosphere'. 
The resultant fused mass, which would contain all the bases as silicates 
would, Hunt suggested, have resembled in composition certain furnace slags 
and volcanic glasses. Moreover, since the atmosphere would have been so 
very dense, under the pressure of such a high barometric column, condensa
tion could have occurred at a temperature much above the present hoiling 
point of water. In that case, 'the depressed portions of the half-cooled crust 
would be flooded with a hot solution of hydrochloric acid whose action 
in decomposing silicates [was] easily intelligible to the chemist'. Such a pro
cess resulted in the formation of chlorides and the separation of silica (as 
quartz) and sea-water containing sodium chloride and magnesium chloride, 
together with salts of aluminium and other bases. The atmosphere, now 

'8 W. H. Brock (ed.), The atomic debates, Leicesler, [967, pp. I}, 24-6. 
39 Hunt 1867. The lecture was given extempore. 
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deprived of chlorine and sulphur, would (hus differ from the modern atmos
phere only in its higher content of carbonic acid. 

The second phase of the reaction of the atmosphere with (he primitive 
crust, Hunt speculated, had been subaerial-the formation of clays and 
soluble carbonates which would have precipitated the dissolved alumina and 
heavy metals in (he sea, and the decomposition of calcium chloride into 
calcium and sodium chloride. In support, Hunt quoted the composition of 
sea waters trapped in the pores of older stratified rocks which were high in 
salts of calcium and magnesium. Hunt connected the removal of carbon 
dioxide from the primeval atmosphere with changes in organic life by citing 
both the chemical precipitation oflimestones and the effect of plant respira
tion. He also alluded to Tyndall's experiments on the effect of carbon 
dioxide in preventing radiation ofheat, for this might explain the occurrence 
of tropical climates in what are now temperate and arctic zones. Hunt also 
argued that the carbonic atmosphere would have favoured the formation of 
gypsum and magnesium limestones, which he claimed to have verified by 
experiment. 

In the final section of his lecture, Hunt considered the effect of heat from 
below upon the buried sediments, 'converting them into what are known as 
crystalline or metamorphic rocks, such as gneiss, greens tone, granite, etc.', 
going on to suggest that granite was always derived from altered sediments 
because it included in its composition quartz-which he supposed could 
'only be generated by aqueous agencies ... at comparatively low tempera
tures'. Gases were disgorged when sediments were heated in the presence of 
water, giving a rational chemical explanation of volcanoes. Hunt thus con
sidered 'that all volcanic and plutonic phenomena have their seat in the 
deeply buried and softened zone of sedimentary deposits of the earth and 
not in its primitive nucIeus'.40 In a final flourish, he alluded to the old 
controversy between plutonists and neptunists, and suggested, reasonably 
enough, that his model rendered justice to both sides: 

We have seen how actions dependent on water and acid solutions have 
operated on the primitive plutonic mass, and how the resulting aqueous 
sediments, when deeply buried, come again within the domain of fire, to 
be transformed into crystalline and so-called plutonic or volcanic rocks. 

Forbes's reaction 

As we have mentioned, Hunt's stimulating 'crenitic hypothesis' -as he later 
called it-was widely publicised. In October r867 David Forbes contrib
uted rejoinders to both the Geological Magazine and to the Chemical News 
-explaining in (he latter (hat he had received a personal invitation from 

40 Ibid., p. 317
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Hunt to publish h.is objections to Hunt's mterpretatlon m the form of 
'a friendly fight'.41 In this way Forbes attempted to bring his criticisms 
forward to both the chemical and geological communities. The reply in 
Chemical News concentrated on the chemical aspects of Hunt's lecture, that 
in the Geological Magazine was both geological and more general. 

The first point in Hunt's model attacked by Forbes on empirical grounds 
was the theory of the cooling of the earth in which the globe solidifies from 
the centre, being now solid to the core. With his superior knowledge of 
metallurgy, he was able to cite the production of castings in factories and the 
manufacture of bullets as indicating the contrary. He also questioned the 
assumption of a constant indefinite increase of fusing points by pressure, 
suggesting that in reality (as Hopkins had already shown) there would be 
a limiting value for every substance. Like many mid-Victorian geologists, 
Forbes was unhappy with the solid core model of the earth, and he felt there 
was sufficient observational evidence to suggest that 'the earth does enclose 
a vast reservoir or reservoirs of still fluid igneous matter in its interior'.42 

In his views on the chemical composition of the atmosphere of the cool
ing globe, Forbes again differed strikingly from Hunt. Sulphur combined 
with heavy metals to form dense sulphides rather than to form an atmos
phere of sulphurous acid; chlorine combined chiefly with the alkali metals 
to form salts rather than to create an atmospheric hydrochloric acid from the 
'mutual reactions of sea-salt, silica and water';43 equally unsatisfactory was 
Hunt's explanation of the saltiness of the sea by the action of 'a highly
heated acid deluge', which removed sodium from sodium silicate, leaving 
quartz behind. 

What then were Forbes's own views on the chemistry of the primeval 
earth? In Forbes's model the earth had begun as a molten sphere surrounded 
by a gasiform atmosphere, both of which 'were composed of concentric 
layers or zones of different densities and chemical composition'.44 The mol
ten solidising zones were a dense sphere of 'metallic bodies more or less 
combined with sulphur, arsenic, etc.', surrounded by a basic silicate layer 
and an external crust of acid silicates. The atmospheric zones comprised 

.. 'He [Forbes] would ... have gladly seen the challenge ofDr. H,lm accepTed by someone 
more able than himself; and, consequently, before entering the lists thinks it proper to explain 
that he has heen indnced to do so by Dr. Sterry Hunt's special invitation to have "a friendly 
fight", which he must confess he was not unwilling to accept, especially as in a laIe discnssion 
that gentleman's opinions, when quoted by one of his admirers [i.e., James Geikie] ... in 
opposition to his [Forbes's] views, were put forward with a show of authority which opinions 
as yet neither generally accepted nor confirmed cannot be entirled (0.' Forbes I 867d, p. 434. 

<Z Ibid., pp. 436-7. A striking fearure of the debate was the protagonists' lack of a sense of 
relative time betwecn gcological epochs. 

43 He opposed this on the grounds that Tbe hear needed for such a reaCTion would cause 
water to 'evaporate into space'. 44 Forbes IS67d, p. 438. 
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vaporised salts, carbon dioxide, steam, oxygen and nitrogen. Condensation 
of this atmosphere produced the salt ocean. 

From this stage in the earth's history, the author [Forbes] believes that 
all the changes which have taken place in the globe, up to the present 
time, have been effected by agencies similar to those going on in it at this 
present day; rocks were formed from the wearing down and disintegrat
ing action of the atmosphere upon the primitive crust, and the subse
quent stratification of the debris, so formed by the action of the sea; just 
as they are at present in the course of formation from the disintegration 
of preexisting rocks. Eruptions of igneous matter from the still fluid 
interior from time to time disturbed and broke through the primitive 
crust and the rock strata above it, in course of formation from its debris, 
just as at the present day (though possibly on a somewhat smaller scale), 
similar outbursts are produced by volcanic action. The products ofsuch 
older eruptions are almost identical, in chemical composition, with those 
of the newer period. 45 

Moreover, Sorby's microscopic examination of thin sections of limestone 
had proved them to be the 'debris of organisms' and not originating in 
chemical precipitation. Hunt's neglect of Sorby's research (as lamentable 
a lapse in Forbes's eyes as Geikie's ignorance of chemistry) had also led him 
to impossible mechanisms for the origin of dolomites and magnesium lime
stones. 

Forbes's fundamental geological difference with Hunt was over the ques
tion of the origin of granite, which he viewed as degraded igneous material 
which had been reconsolidated by pressure. By again drawing on his friend 
Sorby's empirical investigations, by defining similarities between acid vol
canic lavas and granites, Forbes attacked Hunt's claim that quartz could be 
formed only by sedimentary processes from the quartz-free primitive crust, 
and his belief that granites were derived solely from the reworking of non
igneous sediments. The microscope, not chemical analysis, was the arbiter of 
whether a rock was igneous or metamorphic. 

Hunt's reaction 

Hunt was no stranger to scientific debate. Always willing to defend his 
views vigorously, he replied from Canada in both the Chemical News and 
the Geological Magazine. But we shall not examine Hunt's replies in detail 
here. It is sufficient to notice that Hunt reiterated his model and found 
objections to F orbes's alternative. In particular, he stood by the sedimentary 
origin ofgranite, and challenged Forbes to explain 'the intervention ofwater 

., Ibid., p. 439. 
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in all igneous rocks which, as he declares, are outbursts from the still fluid 
interior of our globe'.46 For what follows, it is worth noting especially 
Hunt's claim for his Royal Institution lecture as a synthesis 'of modern 
investigations in physics, chemistry, mathematics and astronomy' from 
which he had constructed 'a scheme which would explain the development 
of our globe from a supposed intensely heated vaporous condition down to 

the present order of things'.47 

Forbes on Hunt's geological chemistry 

On 20 January 1868 Forbes composed a second, more elaborate critique of 
what he now labelled Hunt's 'geological chemistry' for Chemical News 
which, on his insistence, also appeared in the Geological Magazine. 48 The 
details of Forbes's nine-point rejection of Hunt's model need not detain us, 
though it is worth emphasising that Forbes continually drew upon experi
mental (especially metallurgical) evidence to refute, or to cast doubt upon, 
Hunt's speculations. 

The protagonists' care in appealing to both the chemical and geological 
communities aroused great interest. At the end of his second reply, Forbes 
was able to announce that he had been invited by the Council of the 
Chemical Society to lecture on the substance of the debate. F orbes's lecture 
to the Chemical Society, 'On Chemical Geology',49 on 20 February 1868, 
wilt inevitably remind the historian of Brodie's lecture on the calculus of 
chemical operations of the year before, and of Williamson's reply in 
1869 50-especially since Williamson was also in the Chair on this occasion. 
Indeed, the audience, and the degree of interest generated were strikingly 
similar: 

There was an unusually full attendance of Fellows, and several guests, 
amongst whom were Sir Roderick Murchison, Professor John Morris, 
and other distinguished members of the Geological Society. The limited 
accommodation available in the meeting room [in Old Burlington 
House] was altogether insufficient to provide for the large audience that 
attended.51 

Of course, the other principal involved, Sterry Hunt, was not present, and 
to that extent the lecture lacked the polarising drama of the atomic debates. 
Nevertheless, the discussion of Forbes's paper-which largely reiterated 
his own model of the earth's chemical history and urged a fusion of what 
he described, like Hunt, of neptunist and plutonist views-was animated. 

46 Hum 1868b, p. 5S, <7 Ibid., p. 49. 
4S Forbes 1868a and Forbes lS68b. The versions are almost identical. 
H Forbes 1868c. se Brock. op. cit. (38). 
" Forbes 1868d, p. 105. 
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Neither water nor fire were sufficient modes of explanation of geological 
history; heat, electricity, lighc and pressure must all be considered within the 
theoretical structure. Most of the discussants seem to have agreed with 
Forbes, though Murchison (significantly an older field geologist) felt incom
petent to judge, and only the aged William McDonald, Professor of Natural 
History at the University of St Andrews, who appeared to think that Hunt 
was reviving Werner's system, supported Hunt whole-heartedly. 

It was left to a pharmacist, B. H. Paul- a pupil of Liebig's and the trans
lator of C. G. C. Bischof's enormous Chemical and physical geology52-to 
ask rhetorically at the meeting what were the broad principles upon which 
chemists should investigate geology. Forbes's answer came in a third critical 
reflection on Hunt, which again appeared in two slightly different versions 
for chemists and geologists.53 

In considering the relationship between geology and chemistry, Forbes 
concluded, the inquirer must decide which science formed 'the basis, or 
starting point', since this could 'not fail to exercise an important influence on 
his reasonings and deductions'.54 The fundamental reason for their disagree
ment, suggested Forbes, was their different starting points-his own of 
chemical geology, and Hunt's of geological chemistry. Whereas Forbes be
gan as a geologist and then applied 'chemistry, especially experimental 
chemistry, to the explanation of known geological phenomena', Hunt 
started 'from data purely chemical, and then looks around for geological 
instances to which they may be applied'. For example, knowing that sodium 
carbonate reacts with calcium chloride to precipitate calcium carbonate 

Na2C03 + CaCl2 -7 CaCOJ + 2NaCl 

Hunt asserted that all calcareous earths were formed by similar precipita
tions. Hunt's approach, while ultimately rooted in experimental science was, 
in practice, Forbes angrily concluded, a juxtaposition of selected quotations 
from old authorities and disjointed chemical fragments, whereas the only 
valid approach was from experimental geology. 

The tone of the debate 

This was the last paper which contributed directly to the controversy, for 
although Forbes contributed a fourth essay to the July number of the 
Popular Science Review, which was substantially reprinted in the Chemical 
News on 2} October 1868,55 it did not refer directly to Hunt's papers. 

52 C. G. c. Bischof, Elements of chemical and physical geology, J vols., Cavendish Sociery, 
London, 1854-9. 

j) Forbes 1868e, Forbes 1868f The Geological Magazine version appears to have been 
toned down by [he editor. " Forbes 1868e, p. I r I. 

55 Forbcs 1868g, Forbes 1868h. 
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Unfortunately Hunt, who had returned to Canada, never took up Forbes's 
further challenges, and ignoring his position he continued as before to 
publish and to republish papers on volcanic action, igneous and metamor
phic petrology, and even on celestial chemistry. 56 

The abrupt end of this exchange of views can in part be ascribed to the 
increasing element of personal abuse which was injected into the discussion. 
Hunt's original invitation to Forbes had been for a 'friendly fight'. Forbes 
had readily agreed, 

in the belief that fair discussion advances science, by developing ener
getically both sides of the question; such discussions should, however, 
only be indulged in by those who can give and take with equal good 
grace, without losing temper or deviating from the subject at issue by 
indulging in recriminations or personalities ... which unfortunately 
sometimes creep into discussion even in this enlightened age.57 

Since Hunt's temper was only too easily aroused, however, Forbes's exploi
tation of the affair to awaken 'the study ofchemical geology from its present 
semi-torpid state in England'58 meant that the debate, despite its one-sided 
character, immediately came to involve 'recriminations', 'personalities', and 
to assume an ominous belligerent tone. 

There were two obvious presuppositions behind Forbes's raillery and 
insults. First, that despite Hunt's expertise and experience of the geology of 
the vast Canadian continent, he had no mandate to generalise his experience 
to include European geology-and from there, to cosmic geology; 

Europe differs greatly from Canada, and, amongst other things, in close 
competition being the order of the day ... Ifhe speaks as a geologist, it 
may fairly be inquired whether he considers his Canadian experience 
sufficient to enable him to arrive at such sweeping generalisations. Sir 
Charles Lyell has stated that three things were essential to a geologist, 
namely, 'to travel, to travel, and to travel'; and such advice may be 
recommended to Dr Sterry Hunt before he ventures again to generalise 
for the world on the strength of a local knowledge of a minute part of 
the same. 59 

Forbes was, ofcourse, more widely travelled-it appears he had even visited 
Canada briefly 6°-though as Hunt retorted, 'those who make many pil
grimages rarely become saims'.61 

56 1'. S. Hum, 'On the probable seat of volcanic action', Geol. Mag., 1869, vi, 245-5 I; 'The 
liquification of rocks', ibid., 1870, vii, 60-1; 'Celestial chemistry', Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc., 
188 I, iv, 129-39, reprinted in D. M. Knight (ed.), Clam:cal scientific papers. Chemistry. Second 
series, London, 1970, pp. 367-9. " Forbes J867d, p. 433. 

" ForGes I867C, p. 175. ;9 Forbes 1868a. pp. 39, 4I; HunL I86sb, p. 59. 
60 Forbes I868e,p. 112. 6. Hunt 1868b,p. 59. 
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This retort was, in fact, a quotation from Thomas a Kempis-which 
brings us to Forbes's second presupposition. From the tone and kind of 
literary allusions made by Hunt, and above all, by his appeals to literary 
authorities, Forbes clearly came to suspect Hunt of Roman Catholicism.62 

In June 1868,. Pius IX had convened an Oecumenical Council in Rome, 
which was to assert the doctrine of Papal Infallibility and to define the 
rela tions of Roman Catholicism to modern science in terms as uncompro
mising as the Syllabus errOTum of 1864. It is therefore perhaps not surprising 
that Forbes adopted a 'warfare' image of his dispute with Hunt or that he 
should claim that Hunt's 'authoritarianism' would restrict the progress of 
geology. 

It is well known that a knowledge of the world acquired by travel is the 
best antidote to bigotry or one-sided opinions. What we require are 
geologists not saints, and although it may be that in Canada geologists 
are esteemed in proportion to their saintly pretentions, experience on 
this side [of] the Atlantic does not tend to prove that any of the natural 
sciences have been as yet much advanced by the labours of the would
be-saintly portion of the community. [Hunt's] idea of scientific 
warfare consists in an attempt to overwhelm and crush his opponent 
with sneers and countless accusations of incompetency and ignorance; 
ignorance of chemistry, of geology, of petrology, mineralogy, 
microscopy, literature of the subject, etc., whilst at the same time he does 
not fail to herald in his own views as what might be termed the quintes
sence of the combined 'results of modern investigations in physics, 
chemistry, mathematics and astronomy'.6J 

Discussion 

Hunt's openly confessed debt to Abraham Werner was bound to make his 
geological theories suspect in the eyes of British geologists who had been 
brought up on Lyell,64 though his emphasis on the role of water in the 
formation of eruptive rocks is a tradition which has remained in Canadian 
geology and proved to be of theoretical importance. 

In part the differences between Hunt and Forbes over the mode of origin 
of granite can be put down to the difference of the areas with which they 
were most familiar. Hunt had developed his ideas in the context of an 

62 I say 'suspect' because it is not clear whether Hum's conversion to Roman Catholicism 
was widely known. In fact, he seems to have abandoned formal religion during the 1860s. 
Forbes himself admitted elsewhere 'much religious bias of thought; bur no respect for re
vealed religion as a base for such a bias'. See Hilts, op. cit. (12), p. 48. 

63 Forbes [868e, p. [[ 3. 
.. A. M. OspOVat, 'The distortion ofWerner in Lyell's Principles', Brit.]. Hist. Sci., [976, ix, 

[90 - 8. 
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ancient shield-area, whereas Forbes's experience was derived especially from 
the consideration of areas of more recent orogeny. But the contrast between 
Hunt's chemical and mineralogical background with that of Forbes in met
allurgy and smelting practice, together with Forbes's strong bent for Sorby's 
microscopic examination, was clearly of great importance in the develop
ment of their respective positions. The debate seems a good example of what 
R. G. A. Dolby has called 'geographical variation in conceptions of the 
problem field of science'.65 Despite several common allegiances, their up
bringing in different continents, their different formative influences, and 
their different scientific and philosophical experiences, reading and travel
ling styles, led them to divergent approaches to geology. 

Forbes analysed their differences clearly when he remarked that whereas 
he looked to chemistry only to find an explanation or insight into a geologi
cal problem, Hunt began with a chemical reaction and from it deduced the 
necessary geological situation. Despite an active surveying career with Lo
gan that was far from usual for a Survey chemist, Hunt was not primarily 
a field geologist. The old adage that 'the best geologist is the one that has 
seen the most rocks' is, of course, particularly applicable to those who 
propose very general hypotheses. 

Forbes's position was remarkably similar to that of the Swedish chemist, 
Berzelius, who, as Tore Frangsmyr has pointed out, 

objected that chemistry cannot give an explanation of all geological 
observations. If the chemist gives his views of the building of the Alps, 
he must first ascertain from the geologist how the process of building 
has worked. If the geologist can tell this story in a satisfactory way, then 
the chemist may be able to explain the chemical side of the process.66 

Like the Greek astronomer who had first to consult the philosopher
physicist for the principles upon which the phenomena could be saved, the 
chemical geologist had to begin with conjectures proper to geology before 
applying his specialised chemical knowledge; otherwise, like Aristarchus in 
astronomy, he would invent chemical systems which bore little relation to 
the real historical or present geological situation. Indeed, Forbes felt that 'no 
chemico-geological investigations or chemical analyses ofBritish rocks or of 
their component minerals have as yet been made which could serve as a basis 
for ... generalisation about "the nature and formation of our metamorphic 
and eruptive rocks'''.67 

This assertion of the primacy ofgeology over chemistry was in interesting 

65 R. G. A. Dolby, 'Debates over the theory of solution; a study of dissent in physical 
chemistry in the English-speaking world in the la[e 19th and 20th centuries', His!. Stll.d. Phys. 
Sa., 1976, vii, 297-404, (esp. p. 393)' 

66 T. FrilOgsmyr, 'The geological ideas of J. J. Berze/ius', Bm. j. Hist. 50:., 1976, ix, 228

36, (229)' 6; Forbes 1868h, p. 367. 
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contrast to the secondary role which British geologists were content to 

assume with respect to the physicists whom they allowed to dictate the 
chronology of the earth. 68 Although Forbes did not allude to Kelvin's as
sumed omniscience in geology, it is tempting to conclude either that geolo
gists felt that physicists possessed more authority than chemists, or that 
Forbes (if not other geologists) was determined that geologists would not be 
dictated to by chemists as they had been by physicists. Of course, the gulf 
between Hunt and Forbes really went much deeper, for Hunt's conception 
of chemical processes was totally different from the atomic-molecular tradi
tion accepted by Forbes. Whether the latter realised this is, however, rather 
doubtful. 

In conclusion, two other matters deserve mention, for the debate had 
implications for the education of geologists and for the future emergence of 
the discipline of geochemistry. 

In a letter to Faraday commenting on the York meeting of the British 
Association in 1844, Liebig expressed amazement at the way geologists 
hogged the proceedings despite their scientific ignorance. In England, it 
seemed to a German chemist, one could be a 'great' geologist 'without 
[having] a thorough knowledge of Physics and Chemistry' or mineralogy.69 
Even allowing for exaggeration and for Liebig's pro-chemist viewpoint, his 
comment is perceptive, and is confirmed by other sources. The 'collateral 
sciences' impinged on geology in two ways -through palaeontology, where 
a knowledge of botany and zoology was necessary; and through petrology 
and mineralogy, where a knowledge of chemistry and physics was needed. 
Now, although mineralogy had received much attention from the pupils of 
Werner and the founding-fathers of the Geological Society, with 'the decline 
of Wernerianism the study of minerals gradually lost its hold ... and 
younger men ... cared less for the inorganic than for the organic treasures of 
the rocks',7° As the questions for the Cambridge Natural Science Tripos 
(from 1851) suggest, the taste for mineralogy was replaced by palaeonto
10gy.!1 The knowledge of natural history informally gained from field and 

6. Burchfield, op. CiL (9). 
69 L. P. Williams (ed.), The selected correspondence of Michael Faraday, Cambridge, 1971, 

1,43°. 
70 F. W. Rudler, 'Fifry years' progress in Brirish geology', Prae. Geol. Assoc., 1887-8, x, 234

72 (see 2P-9)' Rudler estimated rhe decline in perrographical and mineralogical papers pub
lished by the Geological Society to be from 42% (r8II-21) to 9% (1845-9). For a discussion 
of the growing 'discipline-divide' between geology and mineralogy during rhe early nine
teenth century, see R. Poner, The making of geology. Earth science in Britain T66rrr8r5, 
Cambridge, t977, pp. 171-6. Nore also D. Forbes, 'Resea,ches in British mineralogy', Phd. 
Mag., 1867, xxxiv, 329-54, esp. p. 331 where he blames decline of interesr in mineralogy on 
palaeomology and organic chemisrry. 

71 Generally speaking, British geologists (unlike their cominental colleagues) were nor 
trained in the physical sciences. After 1851 rhere were a few candidates for rhe Natural Science 
Tripos at the University of Cambridge who were biased towards geology and who had 
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sporting pursuits by country gentlemen or public schoolboys was for sev
eral decades a sufficient introduction to biology for the British geologist 
faced by palaeontological mysteries. If, and when, chemical information 
about rocks and soils was required, then (as we have previously suggested) 
the analytical chemist could be consulted. Consequently, the initial thrust of 
what we might term geochemistry came from the chemists rather than the 
geologists-a situation which Forbes clearly deplored. Ironically, just as 
(through the efforts ofForbes, Sorby and others) geologists were amputat
ing geology from the amateur tradition ofnatural history and forcing it into 
the family of professional, physical, laboratory sciences, most chemists 
(despite Hunt) were tending to ignore geology for what appeared to be more 
exciting liaisons. 

Although the word 'geochemistry' was used as early as 1838 by the 
chemist Schonbein, the term 'chemical geology' was much older. Until the 
twentieth-century development of a geochemistry based upon the appli
cation to geology of chemical techniques such as x-ray analysis, optical 
spectrography and isotope studies, the two terms were usually used syn
onymously. 

But if the distinctions now drawn between 'geochemistry' and 'chemical 
geology' (as, for example, in the two modern journals with these respective 
titles) are similar to those behind Hunt's geological chemistry and Forbes's 
chemical geology,n why did Hunt's geological chemistry fail to lead imme
diately to a research programme in geochemistry? The importance of later 
techniques and chemical concepts have already been mentioned, but a more 
significant factor was that Hunt's system was a 'cosmic chemistry', a specu
lative system whose falsifiability lay beyond the analytical resources of his 
time. Indeed, what did interest some chemists in his scheme was not its 
implications for geology, but its suggestion of evolving chemical elements 
and compound atoms which had been given independent credence by con
temporary organic chemistry and the periodic law. 

Because Liebig's system of microcosmic animal chemistry (physiological 
chemistry), which was as speculative as Hunt's evolutionary and crenitic 
hypotheses, was immediately experimentally falsifiable, it stimulated the 

previously sat the Mathematical Tripos (which demanded some physics). Most Natural Sci
ence Tripos candidates seem, however, to have ignored mineralogical questions. (My thanks to 

Roy Porrer for this information.) Nore the foundation of the Mineralogical Society was as late 
as 1876. 

72 According to K. Rankama and T. G. Sahama, Geochemtstry, Chicago, 1950, the chemical 
geologist has only geological applications in mind; the geochemist is only partly interested in 
geology as such, being more concerned with the abundance and distribution of elements (i.e., 
with chemistry). See A. A. Manten, 'Historical foundations of chemical geology and geo
chemistry', ChemIcal Geology, 1966, i, 5-31, (6-7). Of course, the very issue which inrerested 
Hunt philosophically- primeval chemistry-currently interests chemical geologists as much 
as geochemists. let alone astrophysicists and biologists. 
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systematic work which Hoppe-Seyler institutionalised as the discipline of 
biochemistry in the I 870S. However, even ifHunt's particular geochemistry 
had been falsifiable in principle, it would have received short shrift from the 
majority of the chemical community because this community rejected his 
starting assumption that the atomic theory was totally false. 

Sociologists of science have examined many cases of contemporary mi
grations from one discipline to another and the emergence of new cross
disciplines like radio-astronomy,73 but their case studies have all been 
success stories. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for interdis
ciplinary success? Although in the case of geochemistry further research 
will be necessary, the discipline does tend to support the findings of Ben
David and Edge and Mulkay that activity in an applied field adjacent to 
research in the pure sciences is significant. By the I 860s, few chemists, apart 
from Hunt, were interested in geology per se. In chemistry itself the break
through in structural organic chemistry was providing a rich harvest of 
interesting problems, while periodicity and the new physical chemistry 
offered other tempting avenues of research. For the more interdisciplinary 
chemist of the I 860s and I 870S there were interesting problems in photogra
phy, spectroscopy and biochemistry. Institutionally, geologists were di
vorced from chemists in the fast-developing universities and university 
colleges of the I 870S, and the only meeting grounds for chemical-geological 
dialogue remained, as with Hunt, in the applied setting of the Geological 
Surveys and their associated museums. It was here, and not in the chemistry 
laboratory or the university, that in the early 1900S Hunt's successors, F. D. 
Adams (Canadian Geological Survey), F. W. Clarke (U.S. Geological Sur
vey) and the Swiss-Norwegian mineralogist, V. M. Goldschmidt began to 
forge the craft and science of geochemistry. By then chemistry had become 
as historical as geology- as Hunt had speculated; and geology had become 
as mindful of the physical sciences as it had once of natural history-as 
Forbes had demanded,74 Armed with the periodic law, ideas of nucleosyn
thesis and with x-ray machines, an experimentally-based chemistry of the 
earth was possible and neither the geological chemist nor the chemical geo
logist would dispute the other's emphasis. 

7J See (1). HistOrically, there have been failures to create viable inter-disciplines, e.g. J. J. 
Sylvester's algebraic chemistry (graph theory). 

74 H. B. Woodward, 'Notes on modern chemistry and physics', Geol. Mag., 1868, v, 395-9, 
w~s written specifically to counter Forbes's accusation that geologists neglected the physical 
sCiences. 
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